The class of rings with 1 satisfying the properties of the title is characterized by some separation properties on the prime and maximal spectra, and, in such rings, the map which sends every prime ideal into the unique maximal ideal containing it, is continuous. These results are applied to CiX) to obtain Stone's theorem and the Gelfand-Kolmogoroff theorem. As a side result, the methods give new information on the mapping P-*PC\C*iX) (P a prime ideal of CiX)).
1. Algebraic results.
1.1. Throughout this paper, the term ring denotes a commutative ring with an identity, all subrings of a given ring contain the identity of the whole ring, and all ring homomorphisms preserve identities. Let A be a ring, and let JiA) be the Jacobson radical (intersection of
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[November all maximal ideals) of A, N(A) the nilradical (intersection of all prime ideals) of A. Let 6>(A) and W(A) be the prime and maximal spectra of A, respectively; i.e. <P(A) is the set of all prime ideals of A, topologised by assuming as a base for the closed sets the sets :
VA(a) = {PE<P(A):aEP} (a E A) and 9TC(^4) is the set of all maximal ideals topologised by assuming as a base for the closed sets the sets :
VA(a) = {MEM,(A):aEM} (aEA).
Of course, 9TC(.4) is a subspace of <9(A). For ftÇ(P(;4), cW)(«) = {PE<?(A):P^na}.
This immediately implies that ytl(A) is Pi and <P(A) is P0; in general,
neither of these spaces is T2. Since A has an identity, both (P(A) and y(L(A) are compact.
For each MEVK(A), let <S>m=\PE<?(A):PQM}, Om = (Î<?m. We note in passing that:
For, Da(/)2(P(^) -VA(g) is equivalent to/gGA(^), so that the first member contains the second. Next, for/G^4, put S= {fng'.n = 0, 1, 2, • • • , gEA -M} ; S is a multiplicative system, hence if SC\N = 0 there is PE<P(A) contained in A -S; then/GP and PQM, i.e.fEOM.
Remark. For any/G^4, °üA(f) can be considered as the "zero-set" of/ in <y(A). Thus, Om is the set of all/G^4 whose zero-set is a neighborhood of If in <?(A). See [G, 2] and [GJ, 7.12] .
A pm-ring is a ring in which every prime ideal is contained in a unique maximal ideal. If A is a pm-ring, denote by uA the map (P(A)->3H(^4) which sends every prime ideal into the unique maximal ideal containing it.
In all these symbols, indication of the ring A is omitted when such a specification is unnecessary.
Theorem.
Let A be a ring. The following are equivalent: (a) A is a pm-ring. (b) 9ÎÏ is a retract of (P.
(c) For each ÜPG9TC, M is the unique maximal ideal containing Om (i.e. <Pm is closed in (P).
(d) (P is a normal space (in general, not T2). Furthermore, if (a) holds, the map ¡x (=uA) is the unique retraction of <P onto 9TÏ, and 9H is T2. Af'earc and MOP, then M'Gcla>({P}), and so M'=tM' = M, i.e.
A is a pm-ring and T = p. Suppose next that (a) holds. We shall prove that p is continuous. This will show that (a) implies (b) and (c). Let î be a closed subset of 9E. Put P=rhF, I = r\{PE<P:uPE5}.
We must show that /^[î] is closed in (?, that is, if PE<P and P27, then pPE^-We first observe that if QE<P and QÇB = \J {M:ME$}, then uQE5. In fact, Q + F QB, hence there exists ME^d such that Q+FQM; since ilí¡2P, and í is closed in 3TI, ME$; and since Af2(?, M = uQ. Now, let P£(P, P27; we will show that P contains a prime ideal () contained in B, which implies juP^mQEî. Put S = A-B, T = A-P and pick sES, The multiplicative system 5= iA -M)iA -M') must contain 0; for, otherwise, there would be PE<P such that PC\S=0, which implies PQMC\M'. So there exist disjoint neighborhoods of M and M' (in (P, hence also in 9TI).
Finally, we prove the equivalence of (a) and (d).
(a) implies (d). 9ÏÏ is compact T2, u is continuous and sends closed disjoint subsets of (P into closed disjoint subsets of 9TI. Furthermore, if (a) holds, the map jttJ : c?^-»3TC which sends every prime ideal of (PJ into the unique maximal ideal containing it, is the unique retraction of (PJ onto 3TC.
Proof. Apply Theorem 1.2 to A/J, taking account of the remark in 1.2. (For the equivalence of (c) and (e) see also [Gj] .)
Remark. Note that
(same argument as in 1.1 for Om). Hence, by a now obvious terminology, Om is the set of all/G^4 whose zero set in 311 is a neighborhood of Min 3ÍÍ.
1.4. We prove in the next paragraph a consequence of the continuity of the map ß. This result will be used in §2. First, we need an elementary lemma. 
]). Hence X¿[3H(P)] =3IT*(^).
Moreover, 3TC*(.<4) is compact T2, being homeomorphic to 3TC(</»|yl ]), is closed in 3Ii(^4), and 9Tl(P) is compact. The last statement is obvious.
Remark. Plainly, a homomorphic image of a pm-ring is a pm-ring. Thus, if A is a pm-ring, the map X¿ can be defined.
1.6. We want to state explicitly a particular case of 1.5 (which, in fact, differs only slightly from the general case).
Theorem. Let A be a ring, B a subring of A. Assume that B is a pmring. Then the map X: 311 iA)-+311 (73) 
Theorem.
Let X and Y be T3>¡ spaces, t:X-^Y a continuous mapping. The map \> (see 1.5) is a continuous extension of t to all of Wl(C(X)) into 3Tl(C(F)). License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2.3. Let X be a topological space. Put C=C(X), C* = C*(X), 311 = 311(C), 3TC* = 3TC(C*), denote by i the natural embedding of C* into C, and denote by a the map i' (see 1.4) of <P = (P(C) into <p* = <p(C*).
Lemma. If M, M'Em., M^M' then <rM+<rM' = C*.
Proof. Choose aEM, bEM' in such a way that a+b = l. Then laldal+l&I^Go-ili, l&ldal+l&lr^GffM'and their sum is 1.
By the preceding lemma, 1.6 implies that X, = (ßc* o o) | 3TC is a homeomorphism of 3TC onto 311* (cf. [GJ, 7.11] . The same correspondence between 3tl and 3TÍ* is considered in [GHJ, Theorem 6] . The proof makes use of the correspondence between maximal ideals of C(X) and points of ßX). The proof is immediate. By Theorem 1.1, 3ÍÍ is compact T2, hence the elements of C(3TC) separate the points of 3ÏL Observe also that ßPEcl<?({P}) for every PG(P.
The preceding proposition shows that 3H is the F3} space obtained from (P by the procedure described in [GJ, 3.9] and that ß is the canonical map constructed in the same reference. In particular, if
A =C(X), then C((P)^C(3Tl)^C*(X).
3. Some results concerning prime ideals in C(X) and C*(X).
3.1. In this section we explore some further properties of the map o:(P(C(X))-><5>(C*(X)) introduced in 2.3, which are of independent interest. Notations are as in 2.3. Denote by U the group of units of C.
Lemma. Let P*E<5>*, P*C\U = 0. Then P = P*U= {pulpEP*, uE U} is a prime ideal of C, and oP = P*. Hence P is an ideal of C. If aEC*, a(l +1 u\ )~l =pu(l + \ u\ ^EP*; then aEP* since (l + \u\)~1EC*-P*, and P* is prime in C*. Thus PnC*ÇZP*ÇP*i/, i.e. P(~\C* = P*. A similar argument shows that P is prime in C.
3.2. We summarise here the results obtained on cr.
Theorem, (a) The mapping cr:<P-*<P*icrP = Pr\C*) is a homeomorphism of (P onto the subspace of (P* consisting of the prime ideals of C* not containing units of C.
(b) For each maximal ideal M* of C* there is a unique maximal ideal M of C such that oMQM*.
Furthermore, if P*E<?*, M and M* are as in (b), and P*QM*, then P* and a M are comparable. Specifically:
(c) If P* contains a unit of C, then P*Z)oM.
(d) If P* contains no unit of C, then P = P*U is the unique ideal of C such that P*=crP; PÇZM, therefore P*QcrM.
Proof, (a) Apply Lemma 3.1. For the injectivity, observe that if o-Pi=o-P2 and aGPi then a(l + \ a\ )~xEcrPi^Pi, whence aGP2. By symmetry, Pj = P2. (b) Uniqueness follows from Lemma 2.3; existence from Theorem 1.6 or by the following argument, which concludes the proof. Use Lemma 1.4 to find QE<P such that crQQP*, take AÍG3TC such that M20 and observe that M*=pc*P*=Pc*i<rQ). Since aM^crQ, uc*icrM)=M*, i.e. crMÇlM*; and both P* and <rM contain crQ, so that they are comparable.
Remark 1. Many of these facts are already well known (cf. [GJo, Theorem 3.9]). Mandelker proved that if P*G(P*, P* CM* £311*, then P* is comparable to aM, where MG3TC and oMQM*, P* being contained in a M if and only if P*C\ U=0 [M, 2] . Under additional hypotheses on the underlying space X (X locally compact and cr-compact) he also showed that cr is bijection between prime z-ideals of C and prime z-ideals of C* disjoint from U [M, Theorem II (a) ]. As far as we know, the fact that every prime ideal of C* disjoint from U is of the form PHC*, with PE<P, is new.
Remark 2. The proofs presented in §3 hold, more generally, if C and C* are replaced by any rings A and B satisfying the following hypotheses:
(i) A is a lattice ordered ring (commutative and with 1).
(ii) B is an absolutely convex subring of A (and 1GP).
(iii) Every prime ideal of B is convex.
(iv) If aEA, aè 1, then a is a unit of A (i.e., A is a convex ring).
(v) For every aEA, a2=\a\2 (where | a\ =<zV( -a)). In particular, setting again A=CiX), B can be any absolutely convex subring of A.
